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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion      

After analyzing those data ,it has been concluded that there are some 

allomorph prefix in the short stories by.Washington Irving .It can be seen that 

the classification kind of allomorph .From the data found by the writer ,many 

take the data into prefix.Then from the analysis is formed by using the theory 

from Katamba the analysis can be taken the implict conclusion the are : 

1.The writer found in his research that the data found was the prefix {im-} 

and {in-}. 

2.The differences of prefix kinds caused by phonemes follow the prefixes 

which have the same place of articulation. 

3.The allomorph of the prefix mostly in the two short stories by Washington 

Irving is 21 data .It is {im-}48% and {in-} 52% of 21 which exist in those. 

4.Language is unique, especially for affixations, they are like brothers, 

created from the same fields and same functions, but different kinds. 

5.This differences and sameness are similar in all languages in the 

world.The differences caused by the difference of our living place or 

countries, and different times, and cultures, etc. 

6.All those differences come back to the same functions of language, mean 

for communication of our lives. 
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B. Suggestion 

              After analysing and conclusion The Four Allomorph (-im),(-in),(-il) and (-

ir) Of The Prefixes in The Two Short Stories “The Legend Of Sleepy Hollow 

and Rip Van Winkle” By.Washington Irving the writer would like to suggest 

for this research that it can help everyone need it.The suggestions made are as 

follows : 

1. For the Writer :  

        It is important to give the new experience to arrange the prefix 

research,it makes the writer understand what prefix is and everything 

related. 

2. For the leaners :  

        It is suggested to the english learners  to do something that improve 

the English skill frequently .It can be reading,listening ,speaking and 

writing.To see how the language sets of the sign.Language is the way to 

communicate each other,to look for the interesting sentence built in 

morphology aspect.This aspect is including to understanding the 

word.Word is the part of morpheme that have minimal meaning in 

linguistic.And each morpheme has morph and sometimes allomorph.So,it 

is interesting to make particular research about it. 

3. For the Readers : 

       It is important to make example of the application of the prefix rule of 

the research. 
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4. For the college :  

      The writer expect paper will be useful and can add references book in 

the School Foreign Of English ,JIA’s library.In order to make lecture easier 

in doing in research.The writer suggests the college to provide more book 

reference about allomorph ,prefix or other,and hopeful that the JIA’s 

library. 
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